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CFGs
• A context-free grammar has

• a start symbol

• production rules:  A -> B C D ...

• One symbol on left

• One or more symbols on right

• Non-terminals vs Terminal symbols

• non-terminals:  S, NP, VP

• terminals:  e.g. words (leaves of tree)

• CFG can “generate” a set of strings (often infinite)
via a rewrite process.

• Multiple rules starting with e.g. A:
multiple possible rewrites of A

• More general goal:  generative model of language

• other examples?
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Ambiguity

• There may be many parses for a single sentence
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Prepositional attachment ambiguity

I ate some dessert with a fork.
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Both are grammatical; is syntax enough to disambiguate?
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Questions

• What is a good representation?

• CFG

• What is an efficient algorithm to parse?

• CKY

9
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CKY Algorithm
Cocke–Younger–Kasami

• Given a CFG and a sentence, efficiently answer:

• recognizer:  Does a parse exist for it?

• parser:  Enumerate parses

• Weighted CKY with a weighted/prob CFG:

• Find the most probable parse

• Dynamic programming!

• We can construct possible local subtrees

• Maintain these partial hypotheses, bottom-up

• Infer the “parse forest” of all possible trees

10
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Binarized rules
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Section 13.4. Dynamic Programming Parsing Methods 13

S ! NP VP S ! NP VP
S ! Aux NP VP S ! X1 VP

X1 ! Aux NP
S ! VP S ! book | include | prefer

S ! Verb NP
S ! X2 PP
S ! Verb PP
S ! VP PP

NP ! Pronoun NP ! I | she | me
NP ! Proper-Noun NP ! TWA | Houston
NP ! Det Nominal NP ! Det Nominal
Nominal ! Noun Nominal ! book | flight | meal | money
Nominal ! Nominal Noun Nominal ! Nominal Noun
Nominal ! Nominal PP Nominal ! Nominal PP
VP ! Verb VP ! book | include | prefer
VP ! Verb NP VP ! Verb NP
VP ! Verb NP PP VP ! X2 PP

X2 ! Verb NP
VP ! Verb PP VP ! Verb PP
VP ! VP PP VP ! VP PP
PP ! Preposition NP PP ! Preposition NP

Figure 13.8 L1 Grammar and its conversion to CNF. Note that although they aren’t
shown here all the original lexical entries fromL1 carry over unchanged as well.

Figure 13.9 Completed parse table for Book the flight through Houston.

Given all this, CKY recognition is simply a matter of filling the parse table in
the right way. To do this, we’ll proceed in a bottom-up fashion so that at the point

Necessary for CKY algorithm
Can convert to equivalent binarized grammar
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CKY recognizer
• Fill in all length-1 spans with 

possible nonterminals.

• Go bottom-up: progressively 
fill each cell with possible 
states, based on possible 
combinations below.

• If the top cell [0,5] can 
expand from ROOT, then 
accept!

• To get one of possible 
parses: trace backpointers

• Dynamic programming: 
what’s below the cell does 
not matter
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S ! NP VP S ! NP VP
S ! Aux NP VP S ! X1 VP

X1 ! Aux NP
S ! VP S ! book | include | prefer
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S ! X2 PP
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Nominal ! Noun Nominal ! book | flight | meal | money
Nominal ! Nominal Noun Nominal ! Nominal Noun
Nominal ! Nominal PP Nominal ! Nominal PP
VP ! Verb VP ! book | include | prefer
VP ! Verb NP VP ! Verb NP
VP ! Verb NP PP VP ! X2 PP

X2 ! Verb NP
VP ! Verb PP VP ! Verb PP
VP ! VP PP VP ! VP PP
PP ! Preposition NP PP ! Preposition NP

Figure 13.8 L1 Grammar and its conversion to CNF. Note that although they aren’t
shown here all the original lexical entries fromL1 carry over unchanged as well.

Figure 13.9 Completed parse table for Book the flight through Houston.

Given all this, CKY recognition is simply a matter of filling the parse table in
the right way. To do this, we’ll proceed in a bottom-up fashion so that at the point

(J&M has a slightly different cell 
ordering.  Both OK.)

0 1 2 3 4 5
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Section 13.4. Dynamic Programming Parsing Methods 15

Figure 13.11 All the ways to fill the [i,j]th cell in the CKY table.

CKY Parsing

The algorithm given in Fig. 13.10 is a recognizer, not a parser; for it to succeed it
simply has to find an S in cell [0,N]. To turn it into a parser capable of returning all
possible parses for a given input, we’ll make two simple changes to the algorithm: the
first change is to augment the entries in the table so that each non-terminal is paired
with pointers to the table entries from which it was derived (more or less as shown in
Fig. 13.12), the second change is to permit multiple versions of the same non-terminal
to be entered into the table (again as shown in Fig. 13.12.) With these changes, the
completed table contains all the possible parses for a given input. Returning an arbitrary
single parse consists of choosing an S from cell [0,n] and then recursively retrieving its
component constituents from the table.

Of course, returning all the parses for a given input may incur considerable cost.
As we saw earlier, there may be an exponential number of parses associated with a
given input. In such cases, returning all the parses will have an unavoidable exponential
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CKY recognizer
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Figure 13.8 L1 Grammar and its conversion to CNF. Note that although they aren’t
shown here all the original lexical entries fromL1 carry over unchanged as well.

Figure 13.9 Completed parse table for Book the flight through Houston.

Given all this, CKY recognition is simply a matter of filling the parse table in
the right way. To do this, we’ll proceed in a bottom-up fashion so that at the point

(J&M has a slightly different cell 
ordering.  Both OK.)

0 1 2 3 4 5

For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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2 Chapter 13. Parsing with Context-Free Grammars

S ! NP VP Det ! that | this | a
S ! Aux NP VP Noun ! book | flight | meal | money
S ! VP Verb ! book | include | prefer
NP ! Pronoun Pronoun ! I | she | me
NP ! Proper-Noun Proper-Noun ! Houston | TWA
NP ! Det Nominal Aux ! does
Nominal ! Noun Preposition ! from | to | on | near | through
Nominal ! Nominal Noun
Nominal ! Nominal PP
VP ! Verb
VP ! Verb NP
VP ! Verb NP PP
VP ! Verb PP
VP ! VP PP
PP ! Preposition NP

Figure 13.1 TheL1 miniature English grammar and lexicon.

ambiguity problem rears its head again in syntactic processing, and how it ultimately
makes simplistic approaches based on backtracking infeasible.

The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
Chart Parsing approach (Kay, 1986; Kaplan, 1973). These approaches all combine in-
sights from bottom-up and top-down parsing with dynamic programming to efficiently
handle complex inputs. Recall that we’ve already seen several applications of dynamic
programming algorithms in earlier chapters — Minimum-Edit-Distance, Viterbi, For-
ward. Finally, we discuss partial parsing methods, for use in situations where a
superficial syntactic analysis of an input may be sufficient.

13.1 PARSING AS SEARCH

Chs. 2 and 3 showed that finding the right path through a finite-state automaton, or
finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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CKY recognizer
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Figure 13.8 L1 Grammar and its conversion to CNF. Note that although they aren’t
shown here all the original lexical entries fromL1 carry over unchanged as well.

Figure 13.9 Completed parse table for Book the flight through Houston.

Given all this, CKY recognition is simply a matter of filling the parse table in
the right way. To do this, we’ll proceed in a bottom-up fashion so that at the point

(J&M has a slightly different cell 
ordering.  Both OK.)
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For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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2 Chapter 13. Parsing with Context-Free Grammars

S ! NP VP Det ! that | this | a
S ! Aux NP VP Noun ! book | flight | meal | money
S ! VP Verb ! book | include | prefer
NP ! Pronoun Pronoun ! I | she | me
NP ! Proper-Noun Proper-Noun ! Houston | TWA
NP ! Det Nominal Aux ! does
Nominal ! Noun Preposition ! from | to | on | near | through
Nominal ! Nominal Noun
Nominal ! Nominal PP
VP ! Verb
VP ! Verb NP
VP ! Verb NP PP
VP ! Verb PP
VP ! VP PP
PP ! Preposition NP

Figure 13.1 TheL1 miniature English grammar and lexicon.

ambiguity problem rears its head again in syntactic processing, and how it ultimately
makes simplistic approaches based on backtracking infeasible.

The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
Chart Parsing approach (Kay, 1986; Kaplan, 1973). These approaches all combine in-
sights from bottom-up and top-down parsing with dynamic programming to efficiently
handle complex inputs. Recall that we’ve already seen several applications of dynamic
programming algorithms in earlier chapters — Minimum-Edit-Distance, Viterbi, For-
ward. Finally, we discuss partial parsing methods, for use in situations where a
superficial syntactic analysis of an input may be sufficient.

13.1 PARSING AS SEARCH

Chs. 2 and 3 showed that finding the right path through a finite-state automaton, or
finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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Figure 13.8 L1 Grammar and its conversion to CNF. Note that although they aren’t
shown here all the original lexical entries fromL1 carry over unchanged as well.

Figure 13.9 Completed parse table for Book the flight through Houston.
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the right way. To do this, we’ll proceed in a bottom-up fashion so that at the point
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For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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2 Chapter 13. Parsing with Context-Free Grammars
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NP ! Proper-Noun Proper-Noun ! Houston | TWA
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Nominal ! Noun Preposition ! from | to | on | near | through
Nominal ! Nominal Noun
Nominal ! Nominal PP
VP ! Verb
VP ! Verb NP
VP ! Verb NP PP
VP ! Verb PP
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PP ! Preposition NP

Figure 13.1 TheL1 miniature English grammar and lexicon.

ambiguity problem rears its head again in syntactic processing, and how it ultimately
makes simplistic approaches based on backtracking infeasible.

The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
Chart Parsing approach (Kay, 1986; Kaplan, 1973). These approaches all combine in-
sights from bottom-up and top-down parsing with dynamic programming to efficiently
handle complex inputs. Recall that we’ve already seen several applications of dynamic
programming algorithms in earlier chapters — Minimum-Edit-Distance, Viterbi, For-
ward. Finally, we discuss partial parsing methods, for use in situations where a
superficial syntactic analysis of an input may be sufficient.

13.1 PARSING AS SEARCH

Chs. 2 and 3 showed that finding the right path through a finite-state automaton, or
finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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the right way. To do this, we’ll proceed in a bottom-up fashion so that at the point
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For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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Nominal ! Noun Preposition ! from | to | on | near | through
Nominal ! Nominal Noun
Nominal ! Nominal PP
VP ! Verb
VP ! Verb NP
VP ! Verb NP PP
VP ! Verb PP
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PP ! Preposition NP

Figure 13.1 TheL1 miniature English grammar and lexicon.

ambiguity problem rears its head again in syntactic processing, and how it ultimately
makes simplistic approaches based on backtracking infeasible.

The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
Chart Parsing approach (Kay, 1986; Kaplan, 1973). These approaches all combine in-
sights from bottom-up and top-down parsing with dynamic programming to efficiently
handle complex inputs. Recall that we’ve already seen several applications of dynamic
programming algorithms in earlier chapters — Minimum-Edit-Distance, Viterbi, For-
ward. Finally, we discuss partial parsing methods, for use in situations where a
superficial syntactic analysis of an input may be sufficient.

13.1 PARSING AS SEARCH

Chs. 2 and 3 showed that finding the right path through a finite-state automaton, or
finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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Figure 13.8 L1 Grammar and its conversion to CNF. Note that although they aren’t
shown here all the original lexical entries fromL1 carry over unchanged as well.

Figure 13.9 Completed parse table for Book the flight through Houston.

Given all this, CKY recognition is simply a matter of filling the parse table in
the right way. To do this, we’ll proceed in a bottom-up fashion so that at the point

(J&M has a slightly different cell 
ordering.  Both OK.)

0 1 2 3 4 5

For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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2 Chapter 13. Parsing with Context-Free Grammars

S ! NP VP Det ! that | this | a
S ! Aux NP VP Noun ! book | flight | meal | money
S ! VP Verb ! book | include | prefer
NP ! Pronoun Pronoun ! I | she | me
NP ! Proper-Noun Proper-Noun ! Houston | TWA
NP ! Det Nominal Aux ! does
Nominal ! Noun Preposition ! from | to | on | near | through
Nominal ! Nominal Noun
Nominal ! Nominal PP
VP ! Verb
VP ! Verb NP
VP ! Verb NP PP
VP ! Verb PP
VP ! VP PP
PP ! Preposition NP

Figure 13.1 TheL1 miniature English grammar and lexicon.

ambiguity problem rears its head again in syntactic processing, and how it ultimately
makes simplistic approaches based on backtracking infeasible.

The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
Chart Parsing approach (Kay, 1986; Kaplan, 1973). These approaches all combine in-
sights from bottom-up and top-down parsing with dynamic programming to efficiently
handle complex inputs. Recall that we’ve already seen several applications of dynamic
programming algorithms in earlier chapters — Minimum-Edit-Distance, Viterbi, For-
ward. Finally, we discuss partial parsing methods, for use in situations where a
superficial syntactic analysis of an input may be sufficient.

13.1 PARSING AS SEARCH

Chs. 2 and 3 showed that finding the right path through a finite-state automaton, or
finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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Figure 13.8 L1 Grammar and its conversion to CNF. Note that although they aren’t
shown here all the original lexical entries fromL1 carry over unchanged as well.

Figure 13.9 Completed parse table for Book the flight through Houston.

Given all this, CKY recognition is simply a matter of filling the parse table in
the right way. To do this, we’ll proceed in a bottom-up fashion so that at the point

(J&M has a slightly different cell 
ordering.  Both OK.)
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For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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S ! NP VP Det ! that | this | a
S ! Aux NP VP Noun ! book | flight | meal | money
S ! VP Verb ! book | include | prefer
NP ! Pronoun Pronoun ! I | she | me
NP ! Proper-Noun Proper-Noun ! Houston | TWA
NP ! Det Nominal Aux ! does
Nominal ! Noun Preposition ! from | to | on | near | through
Nominal ! Nominal Noun
Nominal ! Nominal PP
VP ! Verb
VP ! Verb NP
VP ! Verb NP PP
VP ! Verb PP
VP ! VP PP
PP ! Preposition NP

Figure 13.1 TheL1 miniature English grammar and lexicon.

ambiguity problem rears its head again in syntactic processing, and how it ultimately
makes simplistic approaches based on backtracking infeasible.

The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
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finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
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the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
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The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
Chart Parsing approach (Kay, 1986; Kaplan, 1973). These approaches all combine in-
sights from bottom-up and top-down parsing with dynamic programming to efficiently
handle complex inputs. Recall that we’ve already seen several applications of dynamic
programming algorithms in earlier chapters — Minimum-Edit-Distance, Viterbi, For-
ward. Finally, we discuss partial parsing methods, for use in situations where a
superficial syntactic analysis of an input may be sufficient.

13.1 PARSING AS SEARCH

Chs. 2 and 3 showed that finding the right path through a finite-state automaton, or
finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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ambiguity problem rears its head again in syntactic processing, and how it ultimately
makes simplistic approaches based on backtracking infeasible.

The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
Chart Parsing approach (Kay, 1986; Kaplan, 1973). These approaches all combine in-
sights from bottom-up and top-down parsing with dynamic programming to efficiently
handle complex inputs. Recall that we’ve already seen several applications of dynamic
programming algorithms in earlier chapters — Minimum-Edit-Distance, Viterbi, For-
ward. Finally, we discuss partial parsing methods, for use in situations where a
superficial syntactic analysis of an input may be sufficient.

13.1 PARSING AS SEARCH

Chs. 2 and 3 showed that finding the right path through a finite-state automaton, or
finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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makes simplistic approaches based on backtracking infeasible.

The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
Chart Parsing approach (Kay, 1986; Kaplan, 1973). These approaches all combine in-
sights from bottom-up and top-down parsing with dynamic programming to efficiently
handle complex inputs. Recall that we’ve already seen several applications of dynamic
programming algorithms in earlier chapters — Minimum-Edit-Distance, Viterbi, For-
ward. Finally, we discuss partial parsing methods, for use in situations where a
superficial syntactic analysis of an input may be sufficient.

13.1 PARSING AS SEARCH

Chs. 2 and 3 showed that finding the right path through a finite-state automaton, or
finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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makes simplistic approaches based on backtracking infeasible.

The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
Chart Parsing approach (Kay, 1986; Kaplan, 1973). These approaches all combine in-
sights from bottom-up and top-down parsing with dynamic programming to efficiently
handle complex inputs. Recall that we’ve already seen several applications of dynamic
programming algorithms in earlier chapters — Minimum-Edit-Distance, Viterbi, For-
ward. Finally, we discuss partial parsing methods, for use in situations where a
superficial syntactic analysis of an input may be sufficient.

13.1 PARSING AS SEARCH

Chs. 2 and 3 showed that finding the right path through a finite-state automaton, or
finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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makes simplistic approaches based on backtracking infeasible.

The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
Chart Parsing approach (Kay, 1986; Kaplan, 1973). These approaches all combine in-
sights from bottom-up and top-down parsing with dynamic programming to efficiently
handle complex inputs. Recall that we’ve already seen several applications of dynamic
programming algorithms in earlier chapters — Minimum-Edit-Distance, Viterbi, For-
ward. Finally, we discuss partial parsing methods, for use in situations where a
superficial syntactic analysis of an input may be sufficient.

13.1 PARSING AS SEARCH

Chs. 2 and 3 showed that finding the right path through a finite-state automaton, or
finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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makes simplistic approaches based on backtracking infeasible.

The sections that follow then present the Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algo-
rithm (Kasami, 1965; Younger, 1967), the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the
Chart Parsing approach (Kay, 1986; Kaplan, 1973). These approaches all combine in-
sights from bottom-up and top-down parsing with dynamic programming to efficiently
handle complex inputs. Recall that we’ve already seen several applications of dynamic
programming algorithms in earlier chapters — Minimum-Edit-Distance, Viterbi, For-
ward. Finally, we discuss partial parsing methods, for use in situations where a
superficial syntactic analysis of an input may be sufficient.

13.1 PARSING AS SEARCH

Chs. 2 and 3 showed that finding the right path through a finite-state automaton, or
finding the right transduction for an input, can be viewed as a search problem. For
finite-state automata, the search is through the space of all possible paths through a
machine. In syntactic parsing, the parser can be viewed as searching through the space
of possible parse trees to find the correct parse tree for a given sentence. Just as the
search space of possible paths was defined by the structure of an automata, so the
search space of possible parse trees is defined by a grammar. Consider the following
ATIS sentence:

(13.1) Book that flight.

Fig. 13.1 introduces the L1 grammar, which consists of the L0 grammar from
the last chapter with a few additional rules. Given this grammar, the correct parse tree
for this example would be the one shown in Fig. 13.2.
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Visualizing Probabilistic CKY

1 2 3 n

How do we fill in C(1,2)?

For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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1 2 3 n
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Put together C(1,1)

and C(2,2).
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    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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Visualizing Probabilistic CKY

1 2 3 n

How do we fill in C(1,3)?

For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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Visualizing Probabilistic CKY

1 2 3 n

How do we fill in C(1,3)?

One way …

For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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Visualizing Probabilistic CKY

1 2 3 n

How do we fill in C(1,3)?

One way …

Another way.

For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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Visualizing Probabilistic CKY

1 2 3 n

How do we fill in C(1,n)?

For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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Visualizing Probabilistic CKY

1 2 3 n

How do we fill in C(1,n)?

n - 1 ways!

For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 
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Visualizing Probabilistic CKY

1 2 3 n

O(|N|n2) cells to fill

O(|N|2n) ways to fill each

For cell [i,j]  (loop through them bottom-up)
    For possible splitpoint k=(i+1)..(j-1):
        For every B in [i,k] and C in [k,j],
            If exists rule A -> B C,
                add  A to cell [i,j] 

Where N is the number of 
nonterminals in the grammar, and 
n is the length of the sentence

O(n2) cells to fill
up to N items per cell, thus
O(N n2) items to create

and
O(N2 n) ways to fill a cell
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